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Buce, Jones, Yingling to compete Wednesday 
S.A. presidential candidates relate goals, plans 
by Beth P arker that needed to be made. I wanted things." ·· · 
Will students who vote in the to see the S.A. run more ef- Buce cited three main goals he 
Student Association presidential ficiently and thought I could do would strive to achieve if elected 
election next Wednesday know the job." S.A. president: 
why they have selected their Commenting on his view of the 
particular candidate? In an ef- S.A. and its potential, Buce said: 
fort to familiarize voters with the "Many students, I think, are 
candidates and their views, the disillusioned with the S.A. and 
Bison is providing each can- see it as an organization that's 
didate an opportunity to voice his not really working for them. 
comments on S.A. election That's not the way it's got to be. 
issues. We (the S.A.) can work with the 
The three presidential can- administration to get changes 
didates are Walt Buce, Boyd made-we jilst need the courage 
Jones, and J. D. Yingling. to do it. 
Walt Buce "The S.A. is a go-between for 
WaltBuce is an accounting and the administration and students. 
management major from Bar- I don't think we should hold back 
tlesville, Okla., and serves as student opinions from th~ ad-
treasurer for this year's S.A. He ministration just because they 
is a member of the economics might not like it or because that's 
team and King's Men Social not what they want to hear. There 
Club. are things that can be changed if 
What is Buce's motivation for the administration knows how 
running in the S.A. presidential the students feel. I also think it is 
election? "I decided to run for the duty of the S.A. to let the 
S.A. president because I looked students hear the ad-
at the job and saw improvements ministration's viewpoint on 
"The first of my goals is to 
promote responsible spending in 
the S.A. Major funding for the 
S.A. comes from student 
registration fees . Students have 
no choice- they have to pay this 
fee. For that reason, I think the 
S.A. has a responsibility to spend 
that money wisely," he said. 
"Another of my goals is to see 
projects to completion. We had 
good potential with many of our 
projects this year, but things 
never got off the ground. We've 
been too lax," Buce said . . 
"As a third goal, l would like to 
see next year's S.A. have the 
courage to take a stand on things . 
This year the S.A. seemed more 
anxious to please the ad-
ministration than to get things 
done for the students. I would 
work with both the ad-
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Sixteenth Annual Y.outh .Forum 
opens today wlthACU's Zickefoose 
"Getting to Heaven From 
Where You Are" is the theme of 
the 16th annual Youth Forum, 
which opens today in the Benson 
Auditorium. 
Ken Qualls, assistant director 
of admissions and coordinator of 
the event, expects the forum to 
succeed in its purpose of fa-
miliarize high school students 
with the many aspects of Har-
ding. "The Forum is expected to 
be the most successful one, 
because of its history, the sale of 
(10,000) Spring Sing tickets and 
the crowds that Ben Zickefoose, 
youth Forum speaker, draws," 
he said. 
Zickefo<ise; gymnasr and Bible 
professor at Abilene Christian 
University, will be the featured 
speaker at the Forum. He will 
speak on "Committment," 
inside 
Reviews 
'Being There' and 'Hide 
in Plain Sight' withstand 
reveiwer's critical eye, 
page 3. 
S.A. Reps 
Nineteen candidates file 
for S.A. class represen-
tatives, page 5. 
Concert 
The S.A. announces the 
upcoming Anne Murray 
concert on Apr. 28 in the 
Benson Auditorium, page 
6. 
"Control" and "Confidence." 
A full weekend of events is 
scheduled for campus visitors 
and students. Friday's activities 
include a 9:45a.m. band concert 
in Benson Auditorium, campus 
tours leaving from the American 
Heritage lobby from 9 a.m. until 
noon, and a performance of A 
Cappella Chorus in Benson 
Auditorium at 1 p.m. Belles and 
Beaux will perform at 3:30 p.m. 
in Benson Auditorium, the first 
performance of Spring Sing 19110 
will be at 7 p.m. and the "Time of 
Day" will give an 8 p.m. concert 
in the Administration 
Auditorium. 
Saturday's activities will in-
clude a ninth anniversary con-
cert by the "Time of Day" at 10 
a.m. in the Benson Auditorium 
including members from past 
years. Participating will be 
I...arry Henderson, Ken Dowdy, 
Chuck Hicks, Don Miller, Tim 
Woodroof, Dwight Ericson, Don 
Eudaly Ken Pulley and the 
presenl members . including 
Mitch .Hamric, Jon Woodroof and 
David Wiggins. 
Spring Sing will also be per-
formed at 3 and 7 p.m. Saturday. 
The S.A. movie, "The Muppet 
Movie,'' will be shown at 8 p.m. in 
the Administration Auditorium. 
The admissions office is ex-
pecting more than 3,000 high 
school students on campus who 
are coming from as far as New 
Jersey and CalifOl'Dia. A housing 
problem is not anticipated 
because of the help given by 
students in housing visi tors , 
according to Qualls. 
Dr. John Ryan, coordinator of Spring Sing, listens intently Monday 
night at dress rehearsal. The show consists of 14 club performances, 15 
numbers by the hosts and hostesses and several by the stage band. 
----
Walt Buce 
ministration and students to get 
things done. There were issues 
this year that should have been 
brought before the ad-
ministration," he said. 
Buce named several specific 
projects he would like to com-
plete, if elected : "I think the S.A. 
should have at least one major 
spiritual seminar besides the one 
sponsored by World Evangelism 
Forum, possibly a prayer enrich-
ment seminar like the one we had 
a couple of years ago. I want the 
S.A. to cooperate with groups like 
JOY, Big Brothers, and other 
spiritual organizations." 
"I don't want to so emphasize 
the spiritual activities on campus 
that we neglect the social. I'd like 
to see a good balance of both. I 
want to fully cooperate with the 
SAC (Student Activities Com-
mittee) and with the movie 
committee. The Oak Ridge Boys 
proved that top entertainment 
can be possible, and I'd like to 
continue to have at least one 
major concert." 
Harding's relations with the 
community of Searcy are not as 
good as they should be, Buce 
believes, and he offers a solution, 
through the S.A. 
"We need to continue to work 
with the community throughout 
the school year through such 
projects as the Thanksgiving 
baskets and Christmas toys for 
Searcy children. Major concerts 
also bring in Searcy residents to 
the campus where they can see 
our facilities and associate with 
us," he said. 
Buce commented on the things 
that he felt helped qualify him as 
a candidate for S.A. president: 
''Being on the economics team 
has made me more aware of how 
people feel in the community. As 
S.A. treasurer, I've learned 
many of the money problems the 
S.A. has had this year. In the 
management courses I've taken 
for my major, I've learned about 
leadership and how to get the full 
potential out of people. Being in 
King's Men and serving in many 
organizations on campus has 
helped me to know how students 
feel. The president needs to get in 
there and be a leader. He should 
be someone who helps set the 
direction for the S.A. for next 
year and someone who works just 
as hard as everyone else when 
work is to be done," said Buce. 
HoydJones 
Boyd Jones is from Columbia, 
Tenn., and is majoring in jour-
nalism with emphasis in public 
relations. Jones has been in-
volved with the S.A. four 
previous years and is currently 
serving as secretary. He is a 
member of Knights Social Club, 
the Public Relations Club and 
Boyd Jones 
J.D. Yingling 
was selected for Who's Who. 
Why does Jones want to be 
president of the S.A.? "In the 
four years I've been in the S.A., 
I've been on various committees 
and have been involved in all 
aspects of the S.A. I've seen the 
strong and weak points in 
leadership over the years . I feel 
that I could do a good job as S.A. 
president because I know what 
goes on and have a good working 
relationship with the faculty and 
deans of the university." 
In explaining his attitude 
toward the S.A. and its function, 
Jones said: "I'd like to develop 
an image of the S.A. to students 
as an organization that provides 
a constant flow of activities for 
students to be involved in. I want 
to establish the S.A. as a place 
where 6tudents feel free to come 
in and make suggestions con-
cerning movies, dress code, 
cafeteria food and other campus 
issues." 
"The S.A. should go to the 
administration with students' 
problems and suggestions. The 
S.A. should also give students the 
administration's view and ex-
plain the reasoning behind ad-
ministrative decisions. We're not 
puppets of the administration, 
but neither are we a st\1dent 
radical group. We're in between 
the two extremes, serving as a 
positive, active influence on the 
campus," said Jones. 
Jones mentioned a number of 
projects and activities he would 
like to carry out, if elected as 
president for next year: "I want 
to see many of the traditional 
activities continued, but also 
initiate more new and 
imaginative activities. I'd like to 
see more big concerts, but also 
more coffee house concerts using 
student talent - maybe two or 
three a semester," he said. 
"There should be more social 
activities for and by the students. 
I believe in getting interested 
students involved in the work and 
activities of the S.A.," he said. 
(continued on page 6) 
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Bison endorses Jones 
for next S.A. president 
One of the jobs of any newspaper is to comment on the news. 
Therefore, the staff of the Bison, with our knowledge of the three 
candidates for Student Association president, feel it is our 
responsibility to endorse one of them. After a vote of the staff 
requiring two-thirds majority, we recommend Boyd Jones as your 
next S.A. president. 
The election of a position of leadership as important as this 
should not become a contest of popularity, nor should it necessarily 
be an election of the candidate who fits the stereotypical role of the 
student government leader. Rather it should be based upon the 
candidates' past records. 
Boyd Jones, a senior, has been involved in every possible facet of 
the S.A. over the past four years. Presently serving as S.A. 
secretary, he has been a member of the Movie Committee for four 
years and Elections Committee for three years. As a sophomore, he 
served as sophomore men's representative and presently works on 
the Advertising and Public Relations Committee as chairman. 
This year, all candidates for the executive council (including the 
class representatives) except one are new to the S.A., therefore 
creating the possibility that next year's president may be working 
with a compl!;:te group of novices. Without an experienced leader, 
it could be mid-semester before the newcomers become familiar 
with their responsibilities. 
What other qualifications should a student government 
president possess besides experience? Organization, creativity, 
enthusiasm and optimism, to name a few, which we believe 
characterize Jones. 
A candidate should also demonstrate a diplomatic personality 
since the primary purpose of the S.A. is to serve as a liasion be-
tween students and administration. A perpetual antagonist would 
only alienate the two, yet a more passive, idealistic candidate would 
never accomplish anything. Jones possesses that quality of 
diplomacy. 
Above all, the quality that is essential to a leader is the 
willingness to work - and work hard. The ability to delegate 
authority only to others, without the willingness to personally 
participate, does not elicit much respect. Jones has more than 
demonstrated his willingness to work over the past four years with 
the S.A. in his participation of activities such as the homecoming 
parades, "Friendly Week," concerts and movies, "Hilarity," the 
S.A. taxi service and others. -
This year's S.A. has done a respectable job, but to carry on and 
improve their work, Harding needs a S.A. president who can 
provide experience and leadership. We believe Boyd Jones can 
provide that leadership. 
~.-zNN&RVISIONS -J 
What are you building? 
by Gary Hanes chord with . a large !lumber of 
The number one pop song listeners. It ts a real ptty that the 
during the past se~eral weeks world s~ould b~ that way and we 
has been "Another Brick in the as behevers m Jesus should 
Wall" by a group called Pink mourn such a reality. And yet it 
Floyd. The song and the album presents us with a challenge. as 
from which it was taken, The well. The challenge of bemg 
Wall, have a message which different. 
should be both disturbing and What is the cure? I think it 
enlightening to Christians who centers in on one-word -
are concerned with developing a honesty. Not the kind that keeps 
world view. us from cheating in class or from 
The entire album is centered shoplifting in a store. Rather, 
around the co~c,ept t~a~ the. honesty in terms of the way that 
demands of modern soctety are we deal with one another on a 
compelling people to build walls day-to-day basis. Honesty in 
around themselves and that terms of not being afraid to be 
interpersonal _relatio!15hips are yourself in every situation. 
made almost tmposstble by the Honesty in terms of sharing your 
barriers to communication that emotions with those close to you 
we place between us. The song and not being so fearful of being 
itself deals exclusively with the hUrl that you lock it all up inside. 
role that traditional education Most personal problems arise 
plays in this "wall-building" when people start playing games, 
process. both with themselves and with 
While not advocating such a others. As a result, many a 
situation, Pi~ Floyd has ma~e a relationship becomes confused, 
very perceptive and essentially manipulated and dishonest. 
correct observation about the 
present state of society. People 
do indeed close themselves off 
behind walls of hardness, false 
pride and fear of being hurt. The 
fact that the tune has been so 
immensely popular tells me that 
it is more than the quality of the 
music which is appealing; the 
message must also be striking a 
There is a song I have heard a 
few times at devotionals that 
really expresses the idea. It 
says: ''You can build a bridge, or 
you can build a wall. It all 
depends upon the love you give. H 
you build a wall, your world is 
small, but a bridge of love will 
conquer all." 
Apr.4,1980 
NAW, WE W'OULD HAVE WON, BUT 
We G,OT CAU<:.HT US\N6 A MARTIA~ 
ON LEAD GUITAR, AND YOU KNOW' 
DuMB A.ULc A Boor EVERYONE 
IN THE S~ HAVIN6TO BE" OFiHE; 
SAME" SPE"CI~! ....,. -
Feedback ... 
Dear Editor, 
RE: Jeff Kaplan's letter 
We can remain silent no longer. 
Christianity is a very narrow 
proposition! Indeed! No wonder 
Christianity is given such a bad 
rap! 
Right-wing reactionary politics 
have no place in religion, nor 
does left-wing reactionary 
politics for that matter. The PQint 
is this: on a lot of PQlitical issu~, 
there is no religious or Christian 
persuasion involved. · 
For example- wage and price 
controls <mainly a liberal 
proposition although Nixon made 
use of them in his ad-
ministration) - are wage and 
price controls evil because they 
are liberal? Of course not. The 
discussion is a PQlitical and 
economical decision, not a 
religious one. 
You cannot assign Christianity 
to a conservative cubbyhole. You 
can't assign Christianity to a 
liberal one either. Christianity 
cannot be confined to PQlitical 
spheres. Mike Roden said this in 
his first letter and yet every 
following letter ignored the point 
of Simon the zealot and Matthew 
the publican both being apostles. 
These men were obvious political 
opposites, yet they both followed 
Goa-.·--·------·---------
What we're saying is this - be 
very careful about assigning 
religion to a particular set of 
ideologi~. · X~· fat;~~ We' ;would 
love to see evidence that- con-
servatives are more GOO-fearing 
~I BTSONI "' ~ 
Editor •.• , ...... __ . • . • • • • . • • Martha Collar 
Assl.ltant Edltw ••••••• • ••• _ ••• •.•.. Sue BaJ 
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men.) 
Rl:uding is politically con-
servative. We are -probably that 
way1 too. But that doesn't make 
any of us correct spiritually. 
In Him, 
Boo Mitchell and Dave Hogan 
Dear Editor, 
I would like to use this letter to 
speak in praise of the food fight 
that occurred in Heritage 
Cafeteria last Tuesday night. So 
as not to alienate anyone at the 
outset, however, let me say that 
I'm sorry the j)eople who made 
the mess did not volunteer to 
clean it up, and I'm sorry Mrs. 
Phillips was there to get hit. I'm 
not really condoning the idea of a 
food fight, ~r se. But the one 
thing that thrills me to the core is 
that for one shining ten-second 
period somebody did something 
at Harding that was totally 
senseless, completely insane and 
that still did not really hurt 
anyboliy. 
At a place where we don't ever 
know why a lot of rules are as 
they are,, that are inexplicable 
except to say that "that's the way 
it is" somebody did something 
totally absurd and, to a lot of 
people, totally inexplicable. The 
explanation, to those who don't 
.lUlderstand is: "There isn't any 
explanation and there isn't 
supposed to be and a lot of people 
.bad fun." 
• Again, let me 'say I think the 
.'people that made the mess were 
unfair to Qtake others clean it up. 
And it'd be- a nice gesture if 
~thej'd pay MrS. Philli~' dry-
bill -and take her out to 
-~· Ansl, I ~90't advocate 
rule6~6buiy.e; furl. ·But, 
fit.::'l thoSe of· ~ i vAio .are up-
perclassmen and remembel' 
~ like the attempted bicy,cle 
jump over the lily pool and 
similar gloripus moments at 
Harding, it was fun to seem 
something outrageously 
ridiculous once again. I say 
bravo! To the concept, even if not 
to the actual incident. 
Respectfully 
Bob Perkins 
(Continued on page 3) 
Fifth 
Column 
I A politician speaks truthfully 
· by Boo Mitchell 
In an exclusive un-
precedented interview, a 
presidential candidate agreed to 
be questioned while wearing a 
large paper bag over his head 
with eyeslits. The PQlitician then 
proceeded to tell the truth. (What 
an American rarity these days.) 
All he would tell me is that his 
initials were either J.C., T.K., 
J.B., R.R., G.B., J.A. or G.F. And 
so the interview began . . . 
Politician: Yes? 
RePQrter: What about your 
stand on nuclear power? 
Politician: What stand? Next .. 
Rep: How do you answer 
allegations concerning sup-
PQSedly keeping millions of paper 
dollars in bribery scandals? 
Pol: I hate pocket change. 
Rep: What do you think of 
Congress? 
Pol: I think the disgusting 
idiots should be kicked out of 
office. 
Rep: Aren't you a 
congressman yourself? 
Pol: Well, now that you 
mention it ... 
Rep: Representative Doe, you 
have been accused of extortion, 
bribery, fornication, and perhaps 
murder ... 
Pol: Well, at least they didn't 
touch on m:y bad points. 
Rep: B'ow do you respond to 
allegatio.ns of a "slush lund" .in 
your campaign? 
Pol: By lying cif course. 
Rep: Will you run again .in 
1980? 
Pol: Do you have a coin? 
Rep: How do you feel toward 
those liberals in Congress who 
call you ultra-conservative in 
your ways? 
Pol: They should all be taken 
out and shot. · 
Rep: What would your PQlicy 
on Iran be? 
Pol: To keep the American 
people happy. 
Rep: What would your PQlicy 
on inflation be? 
Pol: To keep the American 
people thinking about Iran. 
Rep: Do you believe in a strong 
nation? 
Pol: Yes, that's why I'.m 
allocating $100 billion more in 
defense spending. 
Rep: An arms build-up? 
Pol: Let's face-it. We're talking 
war here. 
Rep: War? You mean rockets 
and everything? 
Pol: It's an election year; The 
American people want us to get 
tough. . · 
Rep: What do you intend to do 
with the energy crisis? · · 
Pol: Make more money tlia:nj 
did last year in the oil business. 
Pol: Yes, for Lithuania. 
Rep: We owe other countries 
billions of dollars. What do S!>U 
recommend? 
Rep: Should tbe athletes 
compete in the Olympics? 
Pol: Ye~, we owe other 
countrlel\ billions of do~. What 
do-you'#Damend?li _;: 
Pol: Get them in a poker g'ame. 
Rep: Where did you learn your 
foreign PQlicy? 
Pol: Late nights playing .Ai&k.. 
Rep: Are you pl.anni.ng--oo 
balancing the budget? 
Pol: Yes. 
Rep: What do your plans in-
clude? 
Pol: Weight lifting. 
Rep: Are you a leader? 
Pol: I never follow anyone else. 
I Feedback ••• <eonU.oodrrom~agez> I 
Dear Editor: 
Nowhere in the definition of 
maturity does it state that 
maturity is the inability to have 
fun. In each of us there is a child 
who every once in a while wants 
to come out and play and laugh 
and tease and have fun. This 
child is a very important part to a 
Journalism maiors 
offered scholarship 
Harding's journalism 
department recently was en-
dowed with the Russell L. Sim-
mons Memorial Scholarship, 
which is to be given to a selected 
student within the department 
each year. 
The fund was set up by Mrs. 
Russell Simmons in memory of 
her husband, who was director of 
public relations for Harding from 
1955 to 1971. 
Students who wish to apply for 
the scholarship must be majoring 
in journalism, have a junior or 
senior status, meet the academic 
standards of the University and 
must be recommended by the 
chairman of the department. 
The scholarship will be ad-
ministered by the president of the 
University. Criteria considered 
in awarding the scholarship will 
be the student's scholastic 
ability, his future potential and 
financial need. 
Currently, the fund contains 
about $2,000 and scholarships will 
come from income on the fund 
amounting to $200. Interested 
students may apply for the 
scholarship through Dr. Heber 
Taylor, chairman of the jour-
nalism department. 
Applications should be handed 
in no later than May 1. 
personality and I feel a very deep 
sympathy for those who are 
unable to let their child out and 
have fun. 
for those who are unable to lEit 
their child out and have fun. 
Along with the child ego state, 
there are (fortunately) the 
parent and adult ego states. 
These regulate the child ego 
state. All three regulate each 
other to some extent. But the 
parent and adult tell the child 
when and where to play. They 
consider the surroundings - the 
people, the time and the place. 
Not all of the students act in an 
immature and inconsiderate 
manner, but it is a lot· easier to 
notice the bad than the good. At 
the risk of being redundant, I'll 
repeat the old adage, "A bad 
apple spoils the barrel." 
I would like to thank those of 
you who treat us and everyone 
else with consideration. You'll 
never know how much we ap-
preciate it. 
To the others, I only ask that 
you control your child ego a little 
better and try to be aware and 
considerate of others. If you must 
make a mess, be willing to clean 
it up after you're through or at 
the very least, keep it on your 
tray and put the tray on the belt. 
It's no fun for us to put someone's 
tray on the belt as it is (and 
believe me, there are plenty left 
on the table) let alone when 
there's a huge mess on it. 
I'm .not discouraging having 
fun. I think one of God's greatest 
gifts is a sense of humor. 
Sometimes it's really great to 
totally let go and make a fool of 
oneself - but not at the expense 
of others. I only ask that while 
you're playing be aware. 
Signed, 
Wenoka VerkJ,er 
We are interested 
in you, your scho~l, 
and your health. 
Let us be your 
Pharmacy away 
from home. 
"Your Health Is Our -Business" 
-·· 
MEDlCAL .CEN7fER 
PHARMACY 
BOYCE HENRY ARNETT, R.Ph. 
Harding Class of '66 
Prescription Chemists 
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In 'Being There,' 'life is iust a state of mind'~­
"Being There" is a film that 
requires us to accept certain 
highly unlikely situations as 
possible and certain negative 
aspects of our society as 
prevailing. If you can suspend 
belief and see it as the farce it 
was intended, you'll find "Being 
There" a wry commentary on 
such diverse subjects as 
business, love, power, television 
and ~litics. . _ . . . 
Chance (Peter Sellers) lives 
with an eccentric millionaire arid 
serves as the gardener. All we 
know of Chance is that he's never 
been outside the estate and all he 
know.!! of the outside world is 
what he sees on television, which 
he watches constantly (there's 
one in every room). The "old 
man" dies, and Chance is sud-
denly thrust into a world he 
doesn't know, armed with a 
remote control and searching for 
another garden to work in. 
This would be sad if it weren't 
for Seller's delightful per-
formance as the illiterate, 
asexual, unemotional Chance. 
When he points his remote 
control at a gang of hoods to 
make them go away, his look is 
one of utter disbelief when it 
doesn't work. 
By chance, Chance is taken in 
by billionaire industrialist Ben 
Rand (Melvyn Douglas) and his 
wife Eve (Shirley Maelaine), 
who mistakes his name for being 
Chauncey Gardiner. They also 
mistake his opaqueness and 
naivety for aloofness and having 
a sense of humor. They interpret 
his ramblings about gardening as 
philosophical business advice. In 
short, they think he's a genius. 
Ben introduces Chance (or 
Chauncey now) to the President 
of the United States (Jack 
Warden) who quotes him in a 
speech on the economy. Soon 
everybody wants to know who 
Chauncey Gardiner is, including 
the government. Ben, who is 
dying of aplastic anemia, has 
decided to pass on his fortune, 
including the infatuated Eve, to 
Chauncey and has him escort her 
to a lavish state dinner, where 
everyone, including the Russian 
ambassador, thinks he's a plain-
spoken intellect, fluent in several 
languages, and a brilliant 
diplomat. Can "Chauncey 
Garruner for President" be far 
behind? 
m 
~ -..> 
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The next time you 
pick up your car keys and 
head for the door, ask 
yourself whether a phone 
call could save you the 
trip-and the wastea 
gasoline. 
For a free booklet 
with more easy tips on 
saving energy and money 
write "Energy," Box 62, 
Oak Ridge, TN 37830. 
us 
by Mike Roden 
Aside from the aforementioned 
flawless performance by Peter 
Sellers (who appears the heir 
apparent to Chaplin's throne as 
king of screen comedy), "Being 
There" is loaded with out-
standing acting by the supporting 
players. Shirley Maclaine 
deserves an award just for 
keeping a straight face through 
some of her scenes with Sellers. 
A highlight comes when she tries 
to seduce Chauncey, who is more 
interested in watching "Mr. 
Rogers." 
Melvyn Douglas almost steals 
the movie out from under Sellers, 
a monumental achievement. He 
has a good shot at winning this 
year's Oscar for best supporting 
actor. Jack Warden makes a 
bufoonish president, and Richard 
Dysart is very good as Ben 
Rand's doctor who suspects 
Chauncey is not quite the brain 
everyone thinks he is. 
The script, by Jerzy Koszinski, 
from his novel, is filled with juicy 
lines like Ct)auncey, on first 
seeing an elevator: "That's a 
very small room," and to the 
President: "On television, you 
look much smaller." Hal Ashby 
(" Coming Home") directs the 
film with a lax rein, but never 
lets the essentially one-joke 
premise get old. "Being There" 
is one of the most original movies 
I've ever seen and I laughed all 
the way through it. It probably 
won't be everyone's cup of tea, 
but then, in Ben Rand's words, 
"Life is just a state of mind." 
"Hide in Plain Sight" 
I would like to take this op-
portunity to nominate James 
Caan as the most underrated 
actor working these days. In his 
last three films, "Another Man, 
Another Chance," "Comes a 
Horseman," and "Chapter Two," 
he's given absolutely wonderful 
performances, yet someone else 
gets the glory. 
In his latest film, "Hide in 
Plain Sight," he also wears the 
director's hat and the result is a 
powerful, moving and realistic 
s1udy of a father's search for his 
kids. 
Based on a true story, the film 
is about Tom Hacklin (Caan), a 
Buffalo, N.Y. tire factory 
worker, divorced from his wife 
but still lovingly devoted to his 
two children. His ex-wife marries 
a small-time hood named Jackie, 
who is arrested for bank robbery. 
Jackie, deciding to turn state's 
evidence againSt the mob, gets in 
return from the U.S. Justice 
Department a new life and new 
identity in another town with his 
! 
new family. The only problem is 
nobody tells Hacklin. 
The rest of the movie concerns 
,Hacklin's efforts to discover the 
location of his kids, against the 
resistance of the government. On 
the way, he picks up a new wife, 
Alica (Jill Eikenberry) and the 
attention of the mob who is very 
angcy at Jackie. 
There are a lot of problems 
with the movie. The beginning is 
interminably slow, sometimes 
the dialogue is hard to hear, and 
the film lacks that really big 
scene that it seems to be building 
up to. 
Still , there ' s an air of 
authenticity about the film that 
tends to excuse all the mistakes. 
The acting, especially that of 
Caan and Ms. Eikenberry is first-
rate. Moreover, there's a scene 
where Hacklin is waiting in line 
at the unemployment office that 
reminds me of the classic 
restaurant scene of "Five Easy 
Pieces." 
Caan is still a novice director, 
but he really shows promise here 
with a keen sense for detail and 
an ear for good dialogue. But 
then, I'd pull for anyone wearing 
a New York Yankees cap (as 
Caan does in the film). "Hide in 
Plain Sight" probably won't win 
any awards, but if it's any in-
dication of things to come, we can 
look forward to seeing Caan's 
work both in front of and behind 
the camera for some time. 
Next week, I'll put my neck on 
the line once more and review 
"Spring Sing 1980." 
Crockett appointed 
as president-elect 
Sharon Crockett, associate 
professor of home economics, 
was inducted as president-elect 
of the Arkansas Home 
Economics Association at the 
group's annual convention held in 
Little Rock recently. 
Crockett will serve as 
president-elect in 1980-81 and as 
president in 1981-82. She earned 
her master's degree from Ohio 
State University after graduating 
from Harding. She is a member 
of the Arkansas Association on 
Children under Six and also the 
Southern Regional and White 
County affiliates of that group. 
Applications now being ac· 
cepted for next year's 
BISON reviews columnist 
-- Box 1192. 
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coupon 
FROZEN DELITE 
2200 E. Race Street-268-4732 
15c Off 
Your Favorite Shake 
One only per coupon/expires 4/10/80 
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'Moving from capitalistic to welfare state' 
Apr.4,1980 
Friedman advocates-negative· tax 
by Lynn Philpot 
Dr. Milton Friedman, Nobel 
prize-winning economist, stated, 
"The governmental programs 
that have developed in the United 
States in the last 50 years have 
caused us to move away from a 
capitalistic society and toward a 
welfare state," when he spoke 
recently on issues which affect 
our economy and our nation. 
Friedman continued, "The 
objectives of government 
programs have always been 
noble but the results have 
almost always been ignoble." 
He suggested that the ob-
jectives of the Social Security 
program were to prevent poverty 
and to avoid situations in which 
people had to live on welfare. "In 
reality," said Friedman, "the 
Social Security program has 
enabled those in the middle 
classes to con those in the lower 
classes into providing them with 
additional subsidies. Since they 
begin full-time employment at a 
later age in life, those in the 
upper income classes pay iRCOme 
taxes for fewer.years. They also 
tend to live longer than lewer 
class people, thus enabling dlem 
to receive more benefits." 
Friedman believes the greatest 
scandal "from the point of 
equity, compassion, and justice 
in the United States government" 
is the support of higher 
education. He stated, "the taxes 
are paid by people who do not go 
to college and who do not have 
the chance to go to college. They 
are paid by those of all income 
brackets. We are imposing taxes 
on people in want to send the 
people in Beverly Hills to 
college." 
In regard to a current federal 
program entitled Aid to Families 
with Dependent Children, 
Friedman believes we should not 
allow "irresponsible parents" 
the right to give birth to 
illegitimate children in order to 
be able to receive larger welfare 
payments. 
He believes we should not deny 
the child, but rather perhaps 
deny the mother additional 
children. He said, "If women are 
going to be supported on the 
public roll, there is justification 
to having a perfectly painless 
operation to keep them from 
beariJli more children. I don't 
-t:Aiak this is heartless." 
Friedman feels this is a dif-
International study .program 
selects matructors, courses 
by Jay Perfie 
Instructors ami eoYneS far ._ 
InternatioRttl ~Pit._ iB 
Florence, Italy , have Mel) 
decided upon for ihe Hll9 tel 
semester. 
The required cOUPs.el!l wil $-
elude Humanities 2fJO., Italian 1M 
or Hl2 and Bible 34fG. Dr. Gary 
Elliott, chairman of the Engtish 
department, will tea-ch 
Humanities 260, which is a feur to 
six hour social science course 
combining music, art, literature 
and philosophy. Humanities MO 
may substitute for Music 1&1, Art 
101, History 111, English 200. w 
202. 
Italian 101 and 182 are f..r-
hour elementary Italian courses 
to be taught by Dr. Doo. 
Skackelfortl., direetor of 
missions. 
Shackelford will also teaol! 
Bible 344G, entitled "Biblical 
World and Arehaeology." It is a 
Slowing down "is m~ ·tbb 
just a "S).(ir w.a.y I.e drive. n·. alao 
a great 'lflliY ~ save Jt1UJ. a !WI 
money. You'll gel •bMut 20 JDOI'e 
mile9 from every 1;ink !H ps. if 
yQ.U S.IOW down frOiD 70 to 61J m~ 
on the hig\lw&y, .AJm. that'$ just 
OliO! or tbe &&t!J Wl78 )'OU can A Ye 
gu"olill8. 
.Radial !.ires ,.ve ,yew~ 
!tt- 11n every ~:1[~1 )J:Obr 
tires pr!JIIel'b  HVe1 
twe-llew" CO\W$e that will iBCMee 
~-\rip; ht Rome, Athens ud 
~- Mnollg the elediv• 
frQall w"hiclt tlle &tudents eu 
dMaiJe will he Euglish 411, a 
~ fi AJ,JWri..:an novels with 
ltaHft settillgs or written by 
Americans residing in Italy. 
8tudents may petition their 
depaFtlnent chairmen for three 
to six credit hours of guided 
~h a.Bd independent study. 
Dr. Raym.end Muncy, chair-
IIWUl of tbe department of history 
and SI'JCial science, and Dr. Carl 
Mitchell, a newcomer to tke 
Rarding faeulty, will be the 
professers for the 19tH spring 
semester in Florence. 
MitcheD has served 15 years as 
a missionary in Italy and will 
leave his Jlf)SitioA as cltainnan of 
tile department of religion at 
Fepperdine University to teach 
in the "Year in Eu-rope" 
program. 
llnDthe~ 2t a gallon. A.nd a well· 
t uned I:AII" can $aoVe .rou a-bout 4C a 
I'AII ll.\llte. 
~·'(i~ euerp-: is ea$.1e.r Lh&1) 
1~ Wrtlr, J:Dd wiUI llle rlsjng 
.,.,)Q eesta we're laeing today. 
~'B· RB)'er·bee.n more important. 
f« I (tw bookl!l wi~b more easy 
ellerpr-aavlllg ~. write 
111El-"SY," Boz e&, Oak Ridge, Dli 
~ . 
... .,Jf.X ..... 
U..~ , af IMl'IW . -"--- - ..._- . -
ferent and more effective ap-
proach to the problem. He is in 
favor of replacing this program 
with the negative income tax. He 
stated, "We are in the position 
now where we have a very bad 
welfare system but millions of 
people are dependent upon it. 
You cannot abolish it overnight. 
We must find some way to ease in 
a transition." 
He suggested that our spending 
on defense should be increased. 
He stated, "Our government has 
been financing a welfare state by 
decreasing our military strength. 
Russia is today militarily 
superior to us in almost every 
respect, both conventionally and 
strategically." 
Friedman does not think the 
United States should adopt a 
national health insurance 
program. He wants to "get gov~ 
ernment out of the business of 
financing health affairs." He 
believes that socialized medicine 
has brought a decline to the 
performance of medical services 
available to the public. 
Friedmu stated, "I am pro-
free enterprise t.mt DOt pto-
busiuess. TIIM! twe greatest 
enemies m free eilterpri8e are 
htisinessmen ea the 11ne side attd 
my fellow aaderrlies Ofl the 
other." He • beleves Uiat 
~en, ~tliey want 
tariffs, Slthl!licties, J\lal'&llteed 
leaNl,ud ....w·~t, 
wut~ht~else 
but sot for .......... He Mid 
that er&aaa.~ tl UNA 
ht'limssra ... ,....._ aho.ays 
011 .. rigMt aicle ....... they 
know tlley don't tsa.e ...,h 
clout iD W·::r: • l8t tile 
favws they ~ like 
te have." 
Friedman co-Mluded his 
presentatioa by ._ytng that 
AmerU:ans are not '-" abeut 
how they have seen tlUf ~evem­
ment grow. He stated, 
''Socialism and Cem.IA1tftism are 
not inevitable. We are masters of 
our owa des,iny." 
Dr. Milton Friedman 
Americans, day to day stress 
featured topics at seminar 
by Van Rickard 
"Stress is one of the prices that 
must be paid if one is to live in the 
American culture," stated Dr. 
Bill Verkler chairman of the 
sociology department at the 
Stress Seminar last Friday. 
"Stress in American Society: 
Its Causes and Management" 
was the general topic for tile 
seminar &ponsored by senior 
social work students. 
The day-lq seminar was 
begwt ~ Verkklr speak~ on 
."Stress in the American Way of 
Life." He talked about the dif-
ferellt types of stress an 
Americaa must ge througil 8ll a 
day~y haeis. "A Loll~ 
automeb.ile drivet' v~ees 
more stress duriac rush _. 
traffi£ u.m t111es " ~ ill 
spaee," he said. 
Dr. Don Binni.DtiJRam, clineW 
of the SeaPey Mwtal Health 
Center, lectured oa the 
"Psyckoiegical Aspeets of 
·Stress." Olle ef the bighlipts ef 
his lectur.e was the fimen-
stratietl of his biofeedback 
machine on a volunteer fre:m the 
audience. · 
Jim Woodroof of the College 
church of Olrlst, spoke 011 the 
"Role of Religious Vames." 
"Religion is mere ofteA a £8\Uie 
of stress than a remedy of 
stress," he said. 
From the UALR School of 
Social Work, Dr. Joe Hart spoke 
on "Psychodrama and Stress 
Reduction." He emphasized the 
role that psychodrama can play 
011 alleviating stress, especially 
oo hospital patients. During the 
lecture he performed a 
psychodrama with several 
student voklflteers. 
Dr. Don Diffine, assistant 
prefesser of economics, spoke on 
"Eeonemic Anxiety." He 
aiscuued the stress that can 
occtill' from financial uncertainty 
allll mismanagement. 
De. WiUiam White, a Searcy 
,..,Me-i&n, talked aboat . ....,._! fteactiens to Stress." 
._ ~ how the body, 
~f ortans, and blood 
P"••.-re an affected by tmdue 
stft"M. Ht panted out that 
~ eHrcise is an excellent 
way t.o rediMe stress. 
A slide program was also 
pFet~ented wtlich explained stress 
from a psychological and 
physioklgieal point of view. 
'fie &erBinllr was funded in 
pa-rt hy the Arkansas En-
dowment for the Humanities and 
program tlirector was Mary 
Shoek, assistant professor of 
Hcial work. 
-~-~-~--------------· · - -------· -- .,J 
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'Americans oren 't a praying people' 
Missionary speaks on African church 
by Steve Awtrey missions classes, and spoke on individual system. Our big thing 
"We Americans aren't a "Animism" at Cloverdale is establishing that we have a 
praying people. We think we can church. right. Our individualism is 
solve something with a pill in- "Animism," says Reppart, "is elevated in our culture. and in our 
stead of a prayer," said Jim a basic religious belief of a system so much that the church 
Reppar~, missionary from majority of the people of the suffers. People in America have 
Mrica, as he spoke on campus world. It is a belief in spiritual to be taught the sense of com-
last week. powers." munity and fellowship that the 
Reppart explained that the He said the United States views Bible is calling us to. It is difficult 
African culture emphasizes the world through "senses and for us to learn this principle, but 
prayer much more than the science .... We get our answers our economic trends are going to 
American culture. "Many by looking at the material world. force us to learn this principle," 
churches were started through This affects our Christianity said Reppart. 
prayer groups," he said, because we get uncomfortable In talking of future trends, 
Reppart, who was in· the when we think that the super- Reppart sees both foreign anc:l 
Cameroon from 1972-1974 and natural intervenes in the natural domestic evangelism becoming, 
1977-1979, graduated from York world. God is personal and He 'more oriented to the needs of ~e 
College and Abilene Christian does intervene and He is in people, "taking care of them 
University. He is now working on control. where they are hurting, like 
an M.A. in Missions at A.C.U. and "Fellowship is a concept that Jesus did," Qe said. . 
is presently recruiting students the Cameroonians understand "It's not good news to tell a 
to return to Africa in two years. much better than Americans. lame man he can see, or to tell a 
Sponsored by the World They are used to giving up in- blind man he can walk, but the 
Evangelism Forum, Reppart dividual rights for the good of the good news is telling a blind man· 
spoke in two chapels, the WEF community. In our society, we'•v.e he can see and telling a lame man 
meeting on Wednesday night, been raised in a fre«H!nterprise, he can walk!" said Reppart. 
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r Campusology 1 
Today 
A Cappella Chorus, Benson Aud., 1 p.m. 
Belles and Beaux concert, Benson Aud., 3:30p.m. 
Spring Sing, Benson Aud., 7 p.m. 
Saturday 
"Time of Day" 9th Anniversary Concert, Benson Aud., 10 a.m. 
Spring Sing, Benson Aud., 3 and 7 p.m. 
S.A. Movie: "The Muppet Movie," Main Aud., 7 p.m. 
"Race Street Ramble;" 10 a.m. 
Bison tennis, Ouachita Baptist University at Arkadelphia, 2 p.m. 
Monday 
Senior Art Show of Vickie Carrier, Stevens Art Gallery, 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m. (through Apr. 11) 
Pre-registration begins for juniors and seniors, Adminstration Bldg. 
Juriior English Proficiency Exam, 3:30p.m., Bible 100 
Tuesday . · 
S.A. presidential candidates' speeches, chapel assembly, 9 a.m. 
Wednesday 
Election of S.A. executive council, student center, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Nineteen file for S.A. reps. 
Nineteen students who plan to 
run for Stwlent Association class 
representatives have filed letters 
of intent as of Monday's deadline, 
with no positions left open or 
unopposed. 
THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF 
They are Tom Alexander and 
Bill Anthon.y for married 
students' representativ-e; Pam 
Perkins and cyntty TJ:iompson for 
senior women's representative; 
Rusty Andersen and E. C. Um-
berger fer s;enior men's 
representatiR; Terri .liaJ'Bl()R 
and Amy Pipkin fur jtlnior 
women's ~ve; Da.IYI.y 
C&~Rphetl, Brad Kittsef' Tim 
Pt»1;ti,ps .. .lotm VWutkis fer 
juD.i;er J~~~eD's M~ative; 
Lisa Laden, Vickie ...,_.,4, 
WeB8a ...__. _. LiN 
FULL SERVICE BANKIN-G 
I,.OCK IHJKES . . . At FNB we 
have lock baKes for rent at aU three 
locations, Boxes are available in 
several different sizes and can be 
used to protect your inost valuable 
and cAeiished possessions. 
CHECKING ACCOUNTS . . . 
FNB has a checking plan de~ned 
just for you. Budget Checking, Gol-
den Checking, the Club, Business 
Accounts . , . all styled with your 
banking needs in mind. 
HIGH YIELDS ON CER'RFI-
CATES OF DEPOSITS ... FNB 
pays the highest interest rates al-
lowed by law on all types of savings 
accounts and certificates of de-
posits. These accounts are also in-
sured to maximum allowed by the 
FDIC. ,,, 
Member FD~ 
t-
~ 
TIME SA\IfNIG IIJtliNCH IIANKS 
... Our three \~ranch facilities offer a 
total of twelve drive-in lanes to assist 
you in makintl your kip to tlole bank 
as fast and efficient as possibie. 
'DitJfiT SEIWICE8 ... Our Trust 
Deparlment is locateel on the set:ond 
floor 19f the downtown bitnk and is 
:,Ppen during regular banking hours, 
Our trust services are ·available to 
tvef9one. 
"' 
BANK BY MM. . . . Save time, 
e~rgy, and money by eanking by 
mail with FNB. We provide the en-
v~lopes and will mail you a receipt 
for' your def)osit. 
~ 
·K ~'t . 
V.v. Box 6CB 
at Bank 
Seart;y I J\rkansas 12143 --,.., ... , 
WagORef" ._. ~e 
weme11.'a l'eiJNte~ve; ud 
Barry Blain, D.vifl TIIMind c. 
T. Bea~ fw ~e 
men's ~Dw. 
The freShlJrea class will ·elect 
two representatives at the 
beginniag of the fall semeiter. 
Class representatives com-
prise a majer part of the 
executiw cOURcil, whicll aets as 
nasion l!letweeB the acbniftistra-
ti911 anti stwleRts. 
Bob Hope 
~~ Red,. 
ready .. 
.. .... ~~Ill,.,~ .. . ·~~~ 
.... 
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Elections • . . <continued from page I) 
"I'd 'like to see more school-
wide service projects, lik~ the 
Toy and Dolly Drive and the 
Yard Sale, and more club-
sponsored activities with the 
S.A., such as Galaxy and Ju Go 
Ju's Banana Split Sale. I'd also 
like to see more open S.A. 
meetings in chapel so that 
students can have an input in how 
the S.A. is run," said Jones. 
"I would also like to see more 
opportunities for spiritual growth 
provided on campus. The 
spiritual atmosphere is great 
now, I believe, but there needs to 
be more campus-wide 
devotionals, seminars, and 
speakers who will speak on 
relevant issues," he said. 
Jones drew on his experience 
as a major factor that he thinks 
helps qualify him for the position 
of S.A. president: "I have been 
involved in the work of the S.A. at 
Harding for four years. I have 
worked four years on the movie 
committee, helping to get good 
and recent movies to Harding. 
Serving on the advertisement 
and public relations committee 
for three years and being 
chairman of the committee this 
year has helped me to learn 
what's going on around campus. 
As a sophomore representative I 
feel that I got a grasp of the whole 
picture of the S.A. because it 
involved me in every aspect of 
S.A. activity. This year as 
secretary, I've learned about 
each committee and its activities 
because I've had to record the 
committee reports. Writing the 
minutes of each meeting has 
given me an overall view of the 
duties and activities of all 
channels of the S.A." hecsaid. 
"I see the role of S.A. president 
as organizer, initiator and 
director of activities. He needs to 
be an example of efficiency, 
exhibit a good attitude, and be 
willing to work. He should be an 
upholder of Harding, be friendly, 
and always open and receptive to 
student opinion." 
J.D. Yingling 
From Searcy, J.D. Yingling is 
a physical education major and 
serves as chairman of the 
Community Projects Committee 
in this year's S.A. He is president 
of Kappa Sigma Kappa and beau 
for Tri-Kappa Social Club. 
Yingling gave his reason for 
running in the S.A. presidentia.l 
election: "I would like to be in a 
position where I can serve people 
better. Not only group problems, 
but individual pr:obleln!l among 
the students need to be dealt 
with. I feel the position of S.A. 
president would put me in a 
position to help." 
How does Yingling view the 
S.A., and how would he go about 
using its potential for Harding? 
"The S.A. is made up of students 
and is for students. Some of the 
rules and moral codes we have at 
Harding should reflect more of a 
student voice. A lot of what is 
accomplished depends on the 
relationship the S.A. has with the 
faculty and administration. If we 
keep working, we can have a 
better input in what goes on," 
said Yingling. 
"Students take advantage of 
the opportunities the S.A. 
provides them, but not enough. 
The S.A. should take the 
responsiblity of being an ear to 
the students to find out how they 
feel so that the S.A. can get more 
done. When a person thinks of the 
S.A., he usually thinks of movies, 
concerts, and activities like that. 
Students have a good view of the 
S.A. in that way. But im-
provements can be made in 
getting things accomplished and 
in getting things that the students 
need," said Yingling. 
Yingling gave several projects 
and activities he has planned for 
next year's S.A. if elected 
president: "Providing en-
tertainment for students will be 
more important as gas prices go 
up. It's not easy to go to Little 
Rock for entertainment. Students 
need it here. 
"I would like to see more ac-
tivities provided by the spiritual 
activities committee, like con-
tinuing the all-men's devotionals. 
There needs to be more spiritual 
emphasis on campus such as 
different workshops, seminars, 
and devotionals," he said. 
"I'd like to work with the clubs 
on campus to- try and set a trend 
of togetherness and of tearing 
down social club barriers and 
stereotypes that exist between 
the clubs. I'd like to see the clubs 
more service-oriented instead of 
just being social activities 
clubs." 
"I'd also like to work with the 
Community Projects Committee 
and expand it to help build a 
better relationship between the 
college and the community. 
Living in Searcy for 10 years, I've 
noticed that the people in Searcy 
have a misunderstanding of 
Harding and vice versa. If we're 
out helping and serving people in 
the community, they'll be more 
open to accepting us," he said. 
Yingling voiced his view of thP. 
role of S.A. president and his 
qualifications for the role: "The 
S.A. president should be an 
example to students and to 
people outside the school if he is 
to gain the respect he needs to get 
things done. If eiected, I would 
want students to be able to relate 
to me with no barriers in com-
munication. In my past activities 
in high school and college I have 
been in leadership roles that have 
required a lot of work. That has 
given me the leadership ex-
perience I need to be S.A. 
president." 
Polls open for the S.A. election 
next Wednesday at 8 a.m. in the 
student center. Election results 
will be posted Wednesday by 7 
p.m. in the student center. All 
registered students are eligible to 
vote. 
FROZEN DELITE 
2200 East Race Street 
268-.. 732 
3 Hamburgers $1.19 
Open Till Midnight Every Night 
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Article looks at Hemingway's life at Piggott 
Student gets published in 'Arkansan'_ 
by Kathy Cage 
"Papa at Piggott" is not the 
new Karl Malden film being 
reviewed by Bison movie critic 
Mike Roden. It is, however, a 
feature written by Roden that 
was published in the March issue 
of The Arkansan, a Little Rock-
headquartered state magazine. 
"Papa at Piggott" is an in-
terview with two men who knew 
Ernest Hemingway while he 
lived in Piggott. Hemingway 
married the daughter of a 
wealthy and prominent family of 
Piggott, the Pfeiffers. Part of his 
famous book, A Farewell to 
Arms, was written while he and 
his wife lived there. 
The article was the result of an 
assignment given last semester 
by Dr. Heber Taylor, professor of 
journalism, in his class, "The 
Press and the Society." Out of 
several topics, Roden chose to do 
an historical article originating 
from his hometown. 
"A lot of the credit goes to Dr. 
Taylor for making the assign-
ment in the first place and for the 
encouragement to get the article 
published," said Roden. He said 
Anne Murray 
Anne Murray concert slated 
for Apr. 28, S.A. announces 
Singer-songwriter Anne 
Murray confirmed plans for an 
Apr. 28 concert in the Benson 
Auditorium, announced the 
Student Association this week. 
Tickets for the 7:30 p.m. 
concert will be $8 for students 
and $9 for those without student 
ID's. Reservation forms may be 
mailed in to order tickets. 
According to Dr. Jerome 
Barnes, S.A. adviser, the S.A. 
contacted Anne Murray to reopen 
negotiations after the success of 
the Oak Ridge Boys' concert and 
also dte. to widely expressed 
interest "1\-om the s~dent body. 
Wedding Invitations 
... ask about our personalized 
invitation with photo of couple., 
Banquet 
programs 
place cards 
invitations 
. photographs 
HARDING PRESS 
on the Campus 
Across from Science Building 
HERMAN WEST, Mgr. - Ext. 341 
that he had done little writing 
recently, aside from his reviews. 
Roden is currently writing the 
second draft of a play entitled 
"New Directions" and an article 
for another class about rural 
country stores. He hopes to have 
these published as free-lance 
articles as well. 
Roden's interest in writing first 
began when he was in the fourth 
grade and wrote a 16-page book. 
He wrote frequently in high · 
school, although his school did 
not have a newspaper. 
"I have a big imagination," -
said Roden. "I was raised an only 
child, in a sense. I had to make up 
playmates and I developed a big 
imagination. It carries over in 
my non-fictional as well as my 
fictional writings." 
Roden's job as the Bison's 
movie critic was the fulfillment 
of a fantasy. "I guess I'd always 
wanted to do it. I've always 
wanted to have an outlet where I 
could express some of my 
opinions and try to be 
professional about it. It has been 
the highlight of my college 
career." 
A journalism minor, Roden's 
major is political science and he 
will continue his studies at 
Memphis State Law School next 
year. He plans, however, to 
continue writing in his spare 
time. 
Roden does not see himself as 
fitting the traditional image of a 
writer. "I think of a writer as 
someone who sits by the 
typewriter all day in glasses and 
a sweater," he said. "I would like 
to think of myself as a writer, but 
I don't know if I am or not." He 
leaves that decision to his 
readers. Roden does, however, 
share a common fantasy among 
writers - that of writing "The 
Great American Novel." 
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To appraise 
Harding athletics 
by Linda Hilbun 
Sports Editor 
Students can often be heard 
grumbling about the lack of 
quality athletics on the Harding 
campus. 'The thrust of their 
complaining usually points to the 
coaching staffs which I'm sure 
hear more than a few grumbles 
themselves. 
But quality athletes are hard to 
come by. Just ask those who 
• actively try to recruit them each 
year. 
Major colleges get the first 
• pick. Then those who are left are 
picked over by the smaller NCAA 
schools. From there, the 
prominent NAIA schools get their 
choice, and lastly, schools such 
as Harding. Small, academically 
minded, religiously oriented. 
offers in order to enroll at Har-
ding. Some come for the 
academics, others for the at-
mosphere. Still they come. 
middle of recruiting, un-
derstanding is essential. But 
what usually happens is that 
when a particular name is 
mentioned, somebody says, "He 
can't play," or "He's too skinny" 
or "Why HIM?" 
Well, why NOT? Harding has to 
secure quality people not just 
those blessed with athletic 
prowess. Many times what 
happens is that the coaching staff 
will take a chance on someone is 
a superb athlete, only to have 
him flunk out of school after a 
year or so. All that wasted time 
and effort ... and money. 
But we shoot high, often settle 
for less than we'd like, and many 
times wind up surprised at what 
a handful of dedicated, in-
telligent, and sometimes 
mediocre, athletes can ac-
complish. 
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Bucy signs Gibbons 
to letter of intent 
Harding University has signed 
Allen Gibbons of Central 
Arkansas Christian High School 
(Little Rock) to an Arkansas 
Intercollegiate Conference 
basketball letter-of-intent, ac-
cording to Bison coach Jess 
Bucy. 
Gibbons, a much sought after 6-
9 post man, is Harding's first 
signee and committed himself on 
the first AIC signing date. 
A two-time all.Wstrict selec-
tion, Gibbons averaged 20.1 
points per game for coach Tim 
McElroy as the Mustangs posted 
a 14-10 season record. 
"Allen is a very fine college 
basketball prospect and we 
couldn't be more pleased about 
his signing with us," Bucy said. 
''He is definitely the type of 
athlete and young man we want 
in our program." 
During the recent season, 
Gibbons recorded a .640 field goal 
shooting percentage and 
averaged 8.5 rebounds and 4.7 
blocked shots per game. He was 
selected to the all-tournament 
team at the David Lipscomb 
College High School Tournament 
and was a nominee for the Mc-
Donald All-America team. 
Gibbons. is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. A. C. Gibbons of 217 Glynn 
Lane in North Little Rock. 
Scrimmage tomorrow 
Coach John Prock has an-
nounced that the annual Black 
and Gold football scrimmage will 
be held tomorrow at 1 p.m. at 
Alumni Field provided it does not 
rain. 
A "learning scrimmage," the 
offense will oppose the defense 
instead of having two teams for 
each unit. 
To get a good athlete to commit 
himself to Harding, coaches must 
first choose those who have the 
same attitude of mind. They 
must express a willingness to 
adhere to the institution's rules 
and a readiness to put academics 
above all else, even sports. 
But not only does Harding have 
to "wait its turn," so to speak, its 
coaches also have to insure that 
their main thrust to the athlete is 
Harding's spiritual goals and 
academic life, not its athletic 
program. In line with the school's 
policies and objectives, each 
coach has to impress upon his 
prospect the fact that athletics is 
not of primary importance here. 
Seldom is it even secondary in 
importance. For most, it's 
merely a pastime. Going to a 
football game on a Saturday isn't 
as much a matter of school pride 
as it is just something to do and 
some place to go. That reality is 
disheartening to many high 
school athletes who come from 
places where tradition runs thick 
and school spirit is contagious. 
Perhaps the footbaJJ and 
basketball programs suffer the 
greatest from these truths as the 
two largest sports in the state. By 
sheer numbers, I'm sure they 
draw the most fans and the most 
participants to their games. And 
major colleges, in this state and 
others, pick those athletes over 
carefully before schools such as 
Harding can even get their at-
tention. 
Keglers capture fifteenth AIC title 
It's not an easy task. Looking 
at over 300 prospects recently, 
football caoch John Prock had to 
pick only those six or seven 
whom he felt could not only play 
ball, but could also keep them-
selves in school for four years. 
And then, who's to say that those 
same six or seven would also 
choose Harding? 
Coach Jess Bucy, sitting in the 
· middle of an awesome basketball 
conference, in essence gets the 
"second litter." 
This is not to say that there are 
no quality athletes at Harding or 
that they're all "rejects." 
Without naming names, there are 
currently some athletes here who 
have turned down major college 
·Harding has consistently been 
the leading bowling and cross 
country school in the area, even 
though scholarships are a no-no. 
Championship teams draw 
championship caliber material. 
It's as simple as that. Scholar-
ship or no scholarship, good 
athletes like to compete on 
winning teams. 
Now, as both the football and 
basketball staffs are in the 
More Entertaining 
Than Humanly Possible! 
SIR LEW GRADE and MARTIN STARGER present A JIM HENSON PRODUCTION 
"THE MUPPET MOVIE" 
Executive Producer MARTIN STARGER • Produced by JIM HENSON 
Written by JERRY JUHL & JACK BURNS· Directed by JAMES FRAWLEY 
Music & Lyrics by PAUL WILLIAM$:and KENNY ASCHER 
; Co-produced by DAVIP l.AZER 
Starring The Muppet Performers Jl~ HENSot\1· FRANK OZ ·JERRY NELSON 
i RICHARD HUNT· DAVE GOEI.2 
Co-starring CHARLES DURNING and AUSTIN PENDLETON 
Special Guest Stars EDGAR BERGEN· MILTON BERLE • MEL BROOKS 
JAMES COBURN· OOM DeLUISE· EWOTT GOULD· BOB HOPE 
MADEUNE KAHN· CAROL KANE· CLORIS LEACHMAN· STEVE MARTIN 
RICHARD PRYOR· TI:LLY SAVALAS· ORSON WELLES· R\UL WILLIAMS 
Soonllndouojlobloon -llea>nloand'iopa ReodTho Bomun Muppot MeMo Book 111..=:.-=rJ" 
-1-- LPnJ -~~:~,.,. .... ........, ~~ 
Main Auditorium -Admission $1.00 
7:00 Saturday Night 
Harding University won its 
15th Arkansas Intercollegiate 
Conference bowling cham-
pionship with a decisive 1,956 pin 
victory in the final rounds of 
league competition at the 
Professor Bowl in Little Rock 
last weekend. 
With three-time All-AIC junior 
Mike Bedwell overcoming a back 
injury . to capture the singles 
championship, the Bisons placed 
all eight team members in the top 
ten finishers. 
Bedwell, the individual leader 
since the third round of play put 
together series of 566-491 to take 
the title with a 4, 784 pinfall and a 
199 plus average over the 24 
game season. 
. Coac.h Ed Burt's keglers 
registered 2,720 for the seventh 
round of play and 2,604 for the 
final round to finish with a 22,674 
total pinfall. Ouachita Baptist 
University was second with 
20;718 and Arkansas Tech 
University was third with 19,946 
pins. 
Engagements 
Bridals 
Weddings 
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• 
By Appointment 
Only 
268-9304 
Dillin-West 
Photography 
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(Across from Echo Haven) 
Searcy sophomore Danny 
Campbell had series of 534 and 
583 to move into second place in 
the AIC standing with 4,467. He 
had high barnes of 208 and 211 and 
a conference average of 186.1. In 
third place was Bob Lee of 
Jacksonville, N.C. with 4,445 and 
a 185.3 average. He had the high 
game for the Bisons with a 228 in 
the eighth round. 
Freshman Taro Fujisawa of 
Okayamo, Japan was fourth with 
4,289 pins and a 178.7 average. 
Dale McCarthy of Royal Oak, 
Mich. moved up two places from 
round six to finish in fifth place 
with 4,258 and 177.4 average. 
Harding senior Jason Davis of 
Miami, Fla. placed eighth with a 
4,196 pinfall and had series of 497-
523 for the final two rounds. He 
had a high game of 213 in the final 
round. 
Richard Hiley, with 495-441, 
finished eighth with a 4,176 total. 
The Randolph, Wis. junior 
averaged 174 in conference play. 
Ken Dorsey of Nederland, Texas 
with scores of 459-497, finished 
tenth in the competition with a 
173.8 average on a total pinfall of 
4,170. 
By virtue of their AIC finish, all 
of the Bison bowlers will be 
designated as All-AIC athletes. 
For Bedwell, it will be the third 
consecutive year to be honored 
and for Dorsey, it will be his 
second all-conference 
recognition. 
For the Bisons, the victory 
closes out perhaps the mo8t 
successful intercollegiate record 
ever compiled in the Arkansas 
Intercollegiate Conference. Since 
the league began sponsoring the 
sport in 1963, Harding has won 
every championship except 
three. 
Four times Harding won the 
NAIA national bowling title in 
1970,1971, 1972 and 1975. Harding 
is the only team ever to win a 
national NAIA championship in 
any sport. 
Bisons second 
In last week's All-Arkansas 
Relays held on the Harding 
campus, Richard Teixeira, John 
McAlister and Kevin Granberg 
each won their respective events. 
Teixeira took the 10,000 meters in 
a time of 31: 52, McAlister won 
the 5,000 meters in 15:29.1 and 
Granberg captured the triple 
jump with a leap of 46-3.5. 
Other Bison competitors who 
finished well were as follows: Joe 
O'Conor, fifth, 1500 meters; Alan 
Kwasiborski, fifth, 110 high 
hurdles; John Sills, second, 5000 
meters; Ray Wunderlich, fourth, 
5,000 meters; Howard Sannett, 
fifth, 5000 meters; Tim Flatt, 
third, long jump; Bill Duff, 
fourth, high jump; Mike Lynch, 
second, pole vault; and Perry 
Fraley, third, pole vault. 
Teams participating in the 
meet included Central Arkansas, 
Arkansas State, UA-Monticello, 
Southern Arkansas, Arkansas 
Tech, Ouachita Baptist and 
Henderson Stat~. 
The Racquet Center 
119 E. Center St. 
DOWNTOWN SEARCY·· 
Tennis Rackets by: 
Bancroft,Head, Yamaha, Yone,x 
Davis, Wilson, PDP, Dunlop 
Running Shoes by: 
Nike, New Balance, Ambi 
Spring warm·ups and apparel 
Custom racquet stringing 
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Lambert leads state 
Thus far in the 1980 track 
season, Harding's Carter 
Lambert has turned in the best 
performance statewide in the 
10,000 meter run. Having finished 
in a time of 31:19.0, he leads 
second place Richard 
Teixeira/_ also of Harding, who 
has clocKed a 31:52.0 time. 
in the triple jump, Kevin 
Granberg is listed fourth with a 
leap of 46-3.25. 
In the pole vault, Mike Lynch is 
fourth with a jump of 15-6 while 
Perry Fraley is jn fifth place, 
having also vaulted 15-6. 
Other Bison athletes faring 
well statewide include David 
Hightower, who is currently 
fourth in the 110 meter hurdles 
with a time of 14.6. He is only 
four-tenths of a second behind the 
leader. 
Competing well in the long 
jump is Tim Flatt, who has a/ 
season best of 21-9.5. In ninth 
place is Phillip Moore with a 21-
2.25 jump. 
In the 5,000 meter run, John 
McAlister and John Sills are tied 
for sixth place having clocked in 
at 15:29.1. 
Bill Duff ranks well irt both the 
high jump and the triple jump 
having turned in 6-4 and 42-6 
performances, respectively. Also 
In the 800 meter run, Dave 
Edwards and Tommy Sitton are 
tied for the eighth slot with a time 
of 1:56.7. 
Marksmanship ranked 
Harding University achieved a national ranking in free 
throw shooting in the final 1979-80 basketball statistics 
released by the National Association of Intercollegiate 
Athletics. 
Coach Jess Bucy's Bisons ranked 13th in the nation in free 
throw percentage with 386 made out of 515 attempts for an 
outstanding .750 percentage. The Harding record was 
compiled over 29 regular season games. 
Whitworth (Washington) was also credited with a .750 
percentage with 385 of 513 attempts. 
Harding's best all-time team free throw percentage was 
recorded during the 1968-69 season when the Bisons made 608 
of 706 free throws for an .800 percentage. A .751 percentage 
was made in 1967-68 and a .745 percentage was recorded for 
the 1966-67 season. 
Club scores 
Men's Softball 
"A" Team 
Mohicans 
ChiSigs 
TNT 
9 Galaxy 
8 
Sub-T 
Sub-T 
KappaSigs 
TNT 
Alpha Tau 
Titans 
Galaxy 
Alpha Tau 
KappaSigs 
TriSigs 
"8" Team 
Chi Lambda 
GATA 
Kojies 
OEGE 
Zeta Rho 
5 AlphaTau 
8 Titans 
10 Galaxy 
9 Mohicans 
7 KappaSigs 
1 Mohawks 
15 
8 
TNT 
Alpha Tau 
Titans 
Sub-T 
Mohawks 
Women's Softball 
11 KappaPhi 
2 , Tofebt 
9 TriSigs 
8 GATA 
17 Chi Alpha Rho 
1 OmegaPhi 
Hours: 8:30-6:30 
268-5338 
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SWAT - Sophomore Robert Ulrey of Searcy hits a return in Tuesday's match as the Bisons remained un-
defeated in conference play. (Photo by Jim Bradley) 
Netters undefeated in league play 
Harding continued its winning 
ways on the tennis court with a 9-
o sweep of the University of 
Central Arkansas here yester-
day. 
On the season, the win im-
proved Coach David ~llj.ott's 
team record to 10-1. 
In singles action Scott Carstens 
defeated Pat Taylor 6-1, 6-4; Sam 
Moore defeated Joe Smith 6..0,6-
2; David Redding defeated Todd 
Haynes IH), IH); Scott Dawkins 
defeated Bill Nipper 6-3, 6-4; Rex 
Fowler defeated Chris Brown 6-1, 
6-G; and Eric DawlQns defeated 
This Fri. and Sat. only. 
Buy a Pizza Hut mug and 1 Oc 
of it goes to Harding 
Johnny Ford IH), 6-2. 
In doubles play Harding's 
Moore- Carstens defeated 
Taylor-smith 6-4, 4-6, 6-2; S. 
Dawkins and Redding defeated 
Haynes-Nipper 6-0, 6-3; and 
Clark Wood-Bob Ballenger 
defeated Brown-Ford 6-2, 6-2. 
Pizza Lovers' Nights 
Pizza, Pasta, Salad, and Drinks for $2.91 
Mon. & Tues. - 5 to 9 p.m. 
2841 E. RACE or 
1513 W. PLEASURE 
268-5868 or 268-4276 
